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Introduction

The estimate of the radiative impact of black carbon (BC) is connected
to both mass concentrations and optical properties. The geometric
characteristics and mixing behavior of black carbon particles differ with
source type, which could result in different radiation impacts. However,
global models general ly use uniform assumptions for black carbon. In
this study, we use new optical assumptions and aging processes for
black carbon and treat these differently according to source
(anthropogenic vs. biomass burning). We also compare the simulated
mass concentrations to aircraft measurements (CARES & ARCTAS).
Using online radiative transfer calculations (GEOS-Chem RRTMG), we
investigate the influence of the updated optical properties, aging
process and mass load bias fix on the simulation of black carbon
Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) and Direct Radiative Effect (DRE).

We use the GEOS-Chem-RRTMG (GCRT) code based on v9-01 -03
of the model at 2°x2.5° horizontal resolution. Fossil fuel emissions of
BC are based on Bond et al. , 2007 and biomass burning emissions
fol low monthly GFED3.

Updated Assumptions for
Optical Properties of BC

(assuming log-normal size distribution)

(Zhang et al. , 2008; Liu et al. , 201 0; Akagi et al. , 201 2)

CARES
0 – 3 km, 201 0

ARCTAS
0 – 1 2 km, 2008

DC8 in Apr
DC8 in Jun & Jul
P3B in Apr
P3B in Jun & Jul

Comparison of Simulated BC Mass
Concentrations with Aircraft Observations
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GEOS-Chem does not represent the observed BC mass concentrations very
well . Our prel iminary investigation suggests that the model underestimates
concentrations in upper altitudes (> 3km), whereas at lower altitude the
simulation seems more reasonable. Discrepancies are larger for ARCTAS
(long-range transport) than for CARES (near-source). More analyses should be
conducted for individual (and additional) campaigns.
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(Bond and Bergstrom, 2006; Schwarz et al. , 2008; Knox et al. , 2009; Moffet et al. , 2009;
Shamjad et al. , 201 2; Cappa et al. , 201 2)

New Optical Properties

We compare the optical efficiency of BC using the standard
GEOS-Chem assumption and our new treatment. We find that the
absorption coefficient decreases for fresh BC but increases when
absorption enhancement is considered (left). This effect is more
pronounced for biomass burning than fossil fuel BC. The total
extinction coefficient increases even without absorption
enhancement (right). However, the values are sti l l less than the
median values suggested by Bond & Bergstrom, 2006.

Updated Aging Process

Impact of Updated Aging Mechanism on BC Mass

The new aging mechanism
makes the hydrophobic-
hydrophil ic conversion
general ly much faster
(more than 5 times) for
anthropogenic BC. The
surface concentrations of
BC have decreased
globally as expected.

Original and Updated

Direct Radiative Effect Aerosol Optical Depth

The Direct Radiative Effect (DRE) here is the global mean value in clear-sky .
Both the AOD and DRE increase through each step of the modifications
proposed here except aging. Updated optical properties, aging mechanisms
and increasing the BC mass aloft change the DRE by +46%, -1 8% and
+280%. The final DRE with al l updates is 0.41 W/m2.

Conclusion and Future Work

1 . GEOS-Chem BC simulation is biased high at higher altitudes (>3 km).
2. Simulated AOD and DRE is very sensitive to assumptions regarding the
optical properties and aging processes for anthropogenic and biomass
burning BC.
3. Future work wil l focus on constraining BC processing and properties using
various mass concentration and optical measurements.




